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University of Wisconsin Press, United States, 1994. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 231 x 159 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.David Clewell s graceful, honest
lines accumulate and remind us that poems can be as tangible, as substantial, as redemptive as
those things the poet will not let go unspoken in the world. His compassionate witness is born out of
immersion in doggedly bittersweet particulars: the cock-eyed wisdom of 1950s science fiction
movies; Do Not Disturb signs; vegetarian physics; the perils of bed-and-breakfast lodging; flying
saucer disciples; what to do in case of Rapture; Debbie Fuller, reluctant childhood angel; the theory
and practice of Spontaneous Human Combustion. His passionate transformation of that raw data
into song - no matter how fragile or raucous - provides irrefutable testimony about the
consequences of being nothing less than human, where every day someone crawls out of his ocean
of sleep / and takes those first tottering steps on the planet again / he s playing with real fire. And
with Clewell s insistence on the unlikely grace in that condition, along with the generosity of his
unabashed inclusiveness, his poetry is a powerful antidote to the bad medicine...
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Reviews
A really great publication with lucid and perfect reasons. I have read through and i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet again down
the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ca de Nola n
An incredibly great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Josefina Yundt
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